A new version of stochastic complexity for a parametric statistical model is derived, based on a class of two-part codes. We s h o w t h a t c hoosing the quantization in the rst step according to the Fisher information is optimal and we compare our approach to a recent result of Rissanen 10]. Application to robust regression model selection is presented.
Introduction
It is well known that the maximum of log likelihood alone cannot be used as a criterion for model selection since it would always select the full model. An additional term which penalizes the complexity of the model is needed. Various penalization terms have been proposed in the literature, based on widely di erent arguments. A particularly attractive concept is the stochastic complexity d e v eloped in the eighties by Rissanen and summarized in his book 9]. Stochastic complexity measures the goodness of t of a model by its ability to compress the data. This is done by computing the length of a pre x code which h a s smallest expected length for the model under consideration. To a rst approximation, this leads to the penalty term ; k 2 log n where k is the dimension of the model and n is the sample size. Recently in 10] Rissanen has derived a more precise approximation up to terms o (1) as n tends to in nity. In this note we p r e s e n t a somewhat di erent coding procedure leading to a di erent a p p r o ximation to stochastic complexity. It is the result of our attempt to understand a preliminary version of 10] .
In order to describe the results, we h a ve t o i n troduce some notation. We denote the data by x n = ( x 1 x n ) and consider a statistical model M = ff n (x n j ) 2 g where R k . Here each f n (x n j ) is a probability density f o r x n and the marginality condition holds: Z f n+1 (x 1 x n+1 j )dx n+1 = f n (x 1 x n j ):
If = 0 , a xed value, then the length of the optimal pre x code is known to be closely approximated by Shannon's complexity ; log f n (x n j 0 ). (In the sequel, the logarithm is 1 base 2 by default.) Here we implicitly assume that x n is observed to a certain precision, but its precise value does not matter.
If is unknown but belongs to , then we can construct an optimal pre x code by a two-step encoding process, and use the resultant t wo-part code to describe x n . Namely, we rst encode the chosen memberof M, and then encode the data x n with the optimal code for that member. The rst step is equivalent to encoding the parameter space . However, if is uncountably in nite, there will be no code of nite length for describing . One way to get over this di culty is to truncate to certain precision d by quantization. Then we encode the sequence of representatives of the quantized regions in rather than the whole . Denote d as the set of all representatives in after the truncation and let L d be the length of a pre x code for d : De ninĝ
the optimal two-part code length for describing x n relative t o M is ; log f n (
(2) It is easy to see that (2) is indeed the length of a pre x code, i.e. Kraft's inequality i s satis ed.
The ner the quantization is, the closer is ; log f n (x n j^ d ) to the minimum of minus log likelihood, i.e. to ; log f n (x n j^ ) w h e r ê is the MLE, but L d (^ d ) is larger. The opposite situation occurs if the quantization of gets coarser and coarser. Thus an optimization problem for the quantization arises. It involves not only the value of d, but also the metric underlying the quantization. Typically the optimal quantization depends on x n , b u t w e require a choice which is independent of the data because otherwise we w ould need another code for the chosen quantization. We determine the quantization which is optimal if the data are generated according to some memberof M. But Here i is the i-th component o f , r (x) = log(log(x))+log(log(log(x))+: : : where the sum continues as long as the iterated logarithms are positive and const 2:87. Furthermore
is the expected Fisher information and n1 is the maximal eigenvalue of I n (^ ) ; 1 2 J n (x n ) I n (^ ) In statistics, log is usually replaced by the natural logarithm ln. This will result in a change in the stochastic complexity b y an additive term ; k 2 ln ln 2 and a multiplicative factor ln ;1 2. Thus the change is minor.
For comparison, the stochastic complexity g i v en in 10] is
q jI n ( )jd + log (â) + const: (7) Here (1) (2) : : : is an increasing sequence of bounded open subsets converging to ,â is the smallest integer a such that^ 2 (a) and log (x) = l o g ( x) + r (x). We w i l l comment on the di erence in section 3 below. Both formulae simplify in the case where a n d I ( ) are bounded. But since our main interest is in regression problems where = R k , w e concentrate here on the unbounded case.
Derivation
In order to make notation easier, we t a k e = R k . We encode the parameter in two steps. First we use a coarse, but uniform discretization of and a code length depending on jj jj. In a second step we use a ner discretization with locally varying size and shape, but with uniform code length. The discretization procedure is partly used in 8]. For the rst step we c o ver by congruent cubes C C ( n ) = f 2 j n (j i j ; 1) j i j n j i j sign( i ) = sign( i ) ( i = 1 : : : k )g where 2 f 1 2 : : : g k , and the side width n > 0 depending on the number of observations n satis es lim n!1 n = 0. Denoting by the center of C , w e let R( ) b e t h e maximal hyperrectangle which is contained in the ellipsoid 
Now starting from R( ) w e c o ver C by a sequence of non-intersecting hyperrectangles which are translates of R( ). The resulting cover of C 's is denoted by fR (d) = 1 : : : N g and the centers by (d): Thus encoding will be done by encoding d = f (d)g, which is consequently equivalent to encoding and . The sizes n and d as well as the matrices M n ( ) determining the shape of the rectangles will be chosen later to minimize the resulting code length. Note that if M n ( ) is the identity matrix times a constant, the two-step discretization is simply a uniform discretization of . For encoding given we use an equal length code which has a length closely approximated by l o g ( N ) (see 9], section 2.4). It is easy to get a lower and an upper bound for N as follows
By (9) 
Taking (10) and (11) together we obtain the following upper bound of code length for 
Provided that (d) i 6 = 0 the optimal order of n is by condition (b) n O(n ;1=4 ):
Since it is not possible to be more precise, we will take n = n ;1=4 by noting that a ner quantization loses less information. With this choice and with condition (c), we then obtain ; log f n (x n j^ ) + 1
log(j^ i j + n ;1=4 ) + It is easy to see that the optimal d and M n minimizing (15) are M n (^ ) = J n d = k log e: But this creates problems because typically there exist x n and z n such t h a t (x n ) = (z n ), but J n (x n ) 6 = J n (z n ). For a code length, M n must not depend on the data (otherwise we have to encode also M n ). But if the data are distributed according to f n (x n j )dx n for some , then the observed Fisher information J n is approximately equal to the expected Fisher information I n de ned in (4) . We therefore propose to always use M n ( ) = I n ( ) regardless whether the data come from the model or not. The possibility that the data are not generated by one of our model distributions and thus I n may di er substantially from J n is taken into account b y computing n1 , the maximal eigenvalue of I n (^ ) ;1=2 J n (x n )I n (^ ) ;1=2 .
Taking these results together we nd the approximate code length to be given by ( 3 ) . Note that we require only that the Fisher information I n exists and satis es conditions (a) -(d) from the beginning of this section. The di erence between (3) and the approximation (6) is O(k log log n) + O(k log n1 ). Note that typically n ;1 I n ( ) a n d n ;1 J n (x n ) both have a limit and thus n1 = O(1).
We conclude this section by listing the following lemma mentioned before:
Lemma 1 In addition to conditions (a) to (d), suppose that f n (x n j ) is three t i m e s c on- (1) a.s.. Using this inequality and (17) again, it follows that j^ d ;^ j = O(n ;1=2 ) a.s.. 2 
Discussion
Our approach di ers from the one in 10] in two aspects. The rst is that we do not remove an inherent redundancy of the two-part code (2). After encoding^ d it would be su cient to give a code only for those x n which h a ve the same solution to the minimization problem (1). In the notation of section 2 we could thus use the code length
But for M n = I n , t ypically M n = O(n) and the gain is only of O(1). Moreover its computation is complicated involving multivariate normal probabilities with a general covariance matrix. So we omit it. Rissanen(1996) uses M n = nr ;2 n Id where I is the identity matrix and r n = o(1). With such a c hoice
which is a paradox since even with in nite precision for^ we still need to encode x n . Note that the precise value of^ restricts x n typically to a (n ; k)-dimensional manifold. The resolution of the paradox lies in the precision for the data x n . Knowing^ , w e need typically a code length of O(;(n ;k) log ) to encode x n whereas without this information we need a length of O(;n log ). So removing the redundancy when knowing^ with in nite precision reduces the length by O(;k log ). This is arbitrarily large only for going to zero. The same conclusion is obtained by the following argument. The expression ;n log ; log f (x
gives the approximate code length for encoding x n to precision subject to knowinĝ 2 R (d) only if the width of that set is larger than . As the case of i.i.d. normal random variables shows, that width shrinks to zero if M n grows faster than n. So we believe that there are good reasons not to let M n grow faster than n.
The second di erence between our approach and the one of 10] is the way u n bounded parameters are handled. It seems inevitable to introduce a two-stage procedure where one uses the universal prior for integers in the rst, coarse stage. In 10] large sets are chosen in this rst stage whereas in our approach the size n of the rst stage partition tends to zero.
In addition to the minimum of minus log likelihood, our criterion (6) contains two penalty terms. Let us brie y discuss their role. Note that if all the components of are quite away from zero, so will be their estimates for n su ciently large since the 6 maximum likelihood estimator is consistent. Thus in this case the term P log(j^ i j+n ;1=4 )
is negligible compared to the other term 1 2 log jI n (^ )j. On the other hand, however, if any i = 0 , i t f o l l o ws that^ i = O p (n ;1=2 ) assuming that^ i satis es the central limit theorem. Then log(j^ i j + n ;1=4 ) ; 1 4 log n is comparable to 1 2 log jI n (^ )j = O( k 2 log n) and it reduces the stochastic complexity. Therefore our criterion favors somewhat models which contain estimated parameters close to zero, but not so much that the procedure becomes inconsistent.
An unsatisfactory feature of both Rissanen's and our criterion is that they are not automatically invariant under reparameterization. In Rissanen's case the problem comes from the choice of the bounded open sets (a) where it is not clear how t o c hoose them. Under a reparameterization one has to transform these sets accordingly. F or our criterion the most important point is where one puts the origin in the parameter space. One should choose the parameterization such that setting i = 0 corresponds to a simpler model for each i. Usually this can be done in some canonical way. In order to see how a reparameterization a ects our criterion once the origin is xed, choose i = h i ( 1 k ) i = 1 k such that i = 0 if and only if i = 0. Then the change in our criterion (6) This change is bounded by O(k) under general conditions. Therefore, the stochastic complexity (6) as a model selection criterion is not a ected for large sample situation and mildly a ected otherwise under reparameterization. A nal problem is the term n ;1=4 in our criterion (6) . From section 2 we know that it is obtained by an approximation. But when changing the scale of i we should also scale this n ;1=4 term with it. This can be done for example by replacing j i j + n ;1=4 with j i j+" i n ;1=4 where " i = ( n ;1 I n (0) ii ) ;1=2 and I n (0) ii is the i-th diagonal element o f I n (0).
We illustrate this by example 2 in section 4.
Examples
Example 1: Exponential Variables. Suppose x 1 x n are the outcomes of n i.i.d. exponential variables with density f (xj ) = exp(; x ): In this case a canonical parameterization is given by = l n ( ) a n d = 0 is a reasonable choice of the origin. Simple calculations lead to^ = ; ln(x) a n d J n (x n ) I n ( ) n log e. Therefore the precise expression (3) is in this case given by n log e(1 + ln x) + 1 2 log e + 1 2 log n + log(j ln xj + n ;1=4 ) + r (n 1=4 j ln xj + 1 ) + const:
The simpli ed expression (6) using the natural logarithm ln becomes S C (x n jM) = n(1 + ln x) + 1 2 ln n + l n ( j ln xj + n ;1=4 ): Example 2: Robust Regression. In regression, the aim is to model the linear dependence of responses y i on a p-dimensional explanatory variable x i y i = x t i + r i :
(18) Here is a p-dimensional unknown parameter and r i are the errors. For model selection, we consider submodels obtained by setting certain components of equal to zero. The
